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About Tracy Repchuk
Summary - Tracy Repchuk is a:
> 7 Time International Bestselling
Author including 31 Days to Millionaire
Marketing Miracles from Wiley
Publishing
> World-renowned speaker in over 37
countries including Keynote in China
at Global Leaders Economic Summit
> Award winning entrepreneur, writer
and speaker since 1985 at the age of
19 when she started her software
company including awards from
Senate, Assembly, the White House
and President Obama
> Pioneer on the internet developing
brands, websites, SEO and now social
media since 1994 and currently
serving on the Forbes Coaching
Council, Amazon Influencer, and
Linkedin Advisor
> Featured expert in over 22 National
and Local TV as a trusted resource for
technology, internet and social
media including ABC, NBC, CBS,
FOX and appeared in 3 motivational
movies
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Global leader serving thousands of clients around the world to develop a
fully branded online presence so you can attract your ideal prospect,
increase your income and #ReachMillions with your message.

3 Steps to Double Your Income
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The Strategic Formula to Double Your Income in
3 Simple Steps
After being in business for over 30 years, there are key strategies I implement to
ensure growth and success every year.
After working with so many clients who are brilliant at what they do, I've noticed not
many were taught the 'strategies' of building a business - in fact neither was I when
I graduated as a computer programmer and systems analyst, which is why I got
another degree as a Certified Management Accountant - which helped me know
the numbers and the business.
The first time I realized the importance of this was when the growth of my company
started to decline.
So with the staggering business failure results quoted by Forbes magazine, it got
me thinking that I have never gone through this with you... until now.

How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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The Landscape
If you have experienced any of these - you are not alone. It’s the current
landscape for most companies
Do you start out every month wondering where your next clients and sales are
going to come from?
Do you get frustrated that your methods for getting clients lack effectiveness
and you’re overwhelmed trying to figure out which marketing methods will
actually get results?
Do you secretly know your work is worth more than what you’re charging but
you’re afraid if you raise your prices, no one will will pay them?
Most of your clients come from referrals and it’s not enough to hit your income
or revenue goals?
Do you see other people in your field making the kind of income you want, and
you have no idea how they’re doing it?
You’re having to go through tons of unqualified prospects to get to your ideal
client?
Are you working way too hard - too many
hours - feeling exhausted and burning
yourself out?
Do you feel like technology or online
marketing is a waste of time instead of an
asset?

Well I have great news for you if you are experiencing any of these!
How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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In Search of The Solution
So why did my business start to decline, I realized it was from overwhelm of too
many things, - social media, networking, live events, speaking, opportunities .. the
assault on my senses was too much and I started to lose focus.
So how do we resolve the above and continue the growth of the business, without
the overwhelm?
I went back to basics and do what I always do - re-assed what do I really want?
At that moment I knew I had hit a glass ceiling and realized I don’t know, what I
don’t know. What got me to this point, was not going to get me to the next one.
So I hired a mentor and joined a mastermind.
And from there I was shown the formula.

How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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The Formula
it was genius in its simplicity and elegance, and it changed how I ran my business
forever

L x C x M x F = GP
Leads x Customers x Maximize Profits x Frequency = Growth Profit
And then here is where that phenomenon of exponential effects from my math
days finally had a practical application
X2 Leads - open funnel = 2 x GP = Double our profits
x2 Customers - get them to buy something and move from prospect = 4 GP
x2 Maximize Profits - leverage what you have = 8 GP
x2 Frequency - buy more often = 16 GP
Now If ALL we looked at
was Leads - we would
be at double your
income.
But it’s so easy to take it
further so I’m going to show you
exactly how to do this.

How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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Step 1 - Increase Leads (L)
For the last 11 years I have been talking about the landing page. Prior to hiring my
first mentor in 2006 I had no idea what this was, but I knew it would be the greatest
asset I could add to my business - and it was.
What is a landing page - it’s called many things, and actually over time people have
started to use this term in connection with mini sites, sales pages, and all sorts of
incorrect uses - so let’s define it for this training.
A landing page is a 1 page website - that does ONLY 1 thing,
Get the name and email address of prospect in exchange for a value added gift
that will enhance their understanding of knowledge they seek to solve a problem.
It leads them nowhere else - UNTIL they opt-in - which means they get into your
database, your contact management system - and then you can direct the next step
of their journey.

2L x C x M x F = 2GP
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Step 2 - Increase Conversions (C)
Conversions are when a person moves from a prospect to a customer.
Success here leads to another 2x growth of your income.
Once someone has opted in and they end up in your autoresponder - you need to
determine your next action. The most common is thank you download page to get
the gift, send to a webinar link or replay, or send to your master site. To increase
conversion, 2 additional options lead the way.
1. An OTO (One Time Offer)
is a low priced offer - preferably something that leads to the desire of your master
program or service - but is a small specific piece of it.
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
The price point here is best kept around $7 - $25 - this is where people are often
willing to spend something, without thinking a lot about it.
For example - I often do a a OTO with my FB live guide, or my social media weekly
planner - they are both part of my bigger program The Science of Social Media.
This action however is not about big money - it’s about the conversion action.
It’s about increasing trust - and can
result in not only moving a prospect
to a client rapidly, but opening the
door for a Frequency increase,
because if they like the OTO - for
example FB Live guide - they could
now want to investigate what is the
entire system all about - leading
them to see over 100 training
videos, guides and lessons, across
9 social media platforms.
Another sale increases the
Growth Profit

2L x 2C x M x F = 4GP
How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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2. Hold a discovery session
This is a call where you assess where a prospect is, and guide them towards a
solution you have that resolves a problem that is preventing them from achieving
their goals
This also leads to speed to customer, and speed to frequency depending on what
the recommendation path is.
What the prospect is looking for you to take them from the before state - where
they are now - to the after state - where they desire to be. The Transformation.
Once you create a happy customer - you have a chance to MAXIMIZE.

2L x 2C x 2M x F = 8GP
How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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Step 3 - Increase Frequency (F)
The next part is about increasing frequency by leveraging systems, strategies,
programs and services that can help you convert faster, get more leads and focus
on Maximizing Profits by Increasing Frequency.
First is to focus your attention on turning your landing page into a super selling
funnel on AUTOpilot.
This means effective use of the autoresponder system, which is the system that
is capturing the name and email of your prospect, and then capturing more data
as they become a customer - along with tracking clicks, and behaviors of what
that person now does based on your promotion and nurturing communications.
The next factor to address at this point is the clarity of your brand and
messaging. Because you are going to start to increase your outreach - a
confused buyer never buys and the more you brand well the less you need to
sell.
From there you can expand your reach and the way you capture and convert
leads with what I refer to as the power steps to #ReachMillions with your
message. They are;
1. Online presence and social media
2. Books
3. Speaking
4. TV
This helps to move you from the
sea of sameness - otherwise
known as struggle
to specialist
to expert
to authority
and influencer.

2L x 2C x 2M x 2F = 16GP
How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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Key Success Factors
I have given you the elements to successfully implement this formula.
So Doubling your income involves;
1. Filling your pipeline with leads
2 Converting them - selling and effective follow up
Keys REQUIRED to sustaining success and maintaining your power and as
you master the formula.
1. Be Consistent - test, tweak, daily plans
2. Do Accountability - need someone to report to, hold your accountable,
someone who can motivate you more than you can motivate yourself,
along with a support community that you can access 24/7
3. Have Focus - distractions are endless - social media - doing wrong thing
at wrong time product launches, writing a book, do a biog post - the list is
endless
4. Leverage - that is what will take you beyond 2x - which gives you an even
better chance for rapid growth and for hitting that double target
What I promised was how to Double 2x your income and that is done with effective lead generation and in
order to do that - you must first capture them. My real
goal is to take you beyond 2x - which gives you an
even better chance for rapid growth and for hitting that
double target.
So the ability to improve Leads, Conversions,
Maximize and increase the frequency is the way to
guarantee you get the Growth Profit results you want.

So, what’s Next?
Getting Started
How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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Let Us Help You Get Started in the Right Direction!
Book a Discovery Session
Go to: http://TracyRepchuk.com/calendar
As you can see there are a lot of moving
parts, and steps along the way.
Let Me and My Team Help You
Determine Your Next Best Step…
Schedule a call now. It’s Free.
Or Tell me More about YOU …Fill out
this Intro Survey
We can help you remove the confusion
and get you started in the right direction,
on the right step for you.
If you want to simply get in touch with us
call the office at 818.859.7210 and if we
aren’t available we’ll call you right back.
We look forward to helping you move
into this new era of outreach.

PS - If you like to learn by webinars go here and register for this one:

Training - Make Money Doing What You Love
How to Double Your Income in 3 Simple Steps
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